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INTRODUCTION
The last decade has seen a comprehensive
number of revisions to South African
loading codes. This has coincided with a
minor boom in relatively large building
projects, among them residential apartment blocks in Cape Town and large
corporate campuses in Sandton. Apart
from these ‘typical’ building types, we
have recently seen projects vying for the
record books. Earlier this decade saw
the completion of Cape Town’s tallest
building (142 m), currently a taller residential tower is proposed in the City and
this year will likely see the completion of
South Africa’s tallest residential building
in Johannesburg (approximately 230 m).
These recent projects also coincide with
an acknowledged reduction in local
authorities’ capacity to review or check
structural engineering design, to the point
where in most cases there is no external
checking at all.
A second issue with this general increase in building size is the introduction
or increased relevance of effects that can
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typically be ignored in smaller buildings.
Examples in tall buildings may include
differential axial-shortening of columns
and core, or wind-acceleration effects
with respect to comfort. In structures of
large plan dimensions, combined temperature and long-term concrete shrinkage
effects may require specific consideration.
Numerous structural issues associated
with larger buildings were highlighted in a
recent SCOSS publication (2018).
This article firstly summarises the
current SANS loading codes, as well as
their scope, and asks how the requirements of these codes, especially regarding
seismic design, have been understood and
applied to buildings within their ‘scope’,
and secondly how buildings beyond the
scope of the SANS loading codes with
respect to wind or seismic behaviour are
currently approached in South Africa.

‘lethargy’ towards new codes in practice, it
can be years before these updates reach the
design office, and even longer before they
are actually interrogated and used.
Publications and revisions to the current loading codes over the last decade are
summarised in Figure 1.
In general, the SANS 10160 set has
been relatively stable since 2011, but the
recent revisions to three of its parts are
highlighted. The total number of pages is
indicative of the relatively large amount
of information that practising engineers
are required to digest and apply, simply
with respect to loading. This is without
any commentary or typical examples
which we may see accompanying current
US codes or the detailed manuals and
textbooks guiding the practising engineer
through the application of Eurocode 8
(EN 1998).

CURRENT SABS LOADING
CODES FOR BUILDINGS

SCOPE OF SABS WIND AND
SEISMIC CODES WITH RESPECT
TO BUILDING HEIGHT

Recent communications from SABS with
regard to new and superseded standards
have perhaps been lacking. It is understood
that quarterly updates of published standards are currently published online under
the relevant Technical Committees. It is
likely that, with these updates being tucked
away in this forum, together with a general
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SANS 10160-3 (Wind) clearly limits its
scope to buildings with a maximum
height of 100 m above ground.
The height limitation of SANS 10160-4
(Seismic) is slightly more obscure. The
only calculation method for Zone 1 buildings included in the code is the Equivalent
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Figure 2 Limit of scope of SANS 10160 with respect to wind and seismic loading

Lateral Force method. Use of this method
requires an estimate of the fundamental
period(s) of a building to be made, and the
rule-of-thumb formula given is limited to
heights of 40 m. Since estimates of period
by computer methods (typically finite
element with appropriate cracked stiffnesses) are limited back to a factor of this
empirical formula, a 40 m limit can be
inferred. Furthermore, this height is above
the level of a rigid foundation or above the
first storey below ground of a “basement
that is considered rigid”. Hence the height
limit of Part 4 is understood to be buildings slightly less than 40 m.
These height limits are summarised in
Figure 2.

COMPLIANCE OF RECENT BUILDING
DESIGNS WITH SANS 10160-4
With regard to seismic loading in
particular, it is worth noting that the
40 m limit itself comes with a number of
key qualitative provisos with respect to
regularity of building form, distribution of
building stiffness, limitation on building
set-backs, etc. Without examples or
explanation, the application of the Code
is not intuitive, and the time required
to understand and interpret it is often
not made available by practices under
the fee pressures of the current market,
particularly since when competing
against others, consultants are sometimes
prepared to ignore current requirements.
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Various articles and papers in this
magazine and its sister journal have documented the key aspects of the Seismic
Code, its revisions and limitations. Prior
to this the entire process of the writing
of SANS 10160 was documented by
Retief and Dunaiski in Background to
SANS 10160 (2009). More recently, Roth
and Gebremeskel (2017) outlined SANS
10160-4, ed. 2.0 in a Technical Note. In
the introductory paragraph they state
as follows:
“Basic provisions for the design of
buildings and other structures to
withstand earthquake loads have
been available in SANS codes since
1989. However, compliance with the
requirements has not been vigorously enforced by the authorities
and owners over the past two (now
three?) decades. This is largely
due to the lack of awareness by
design engineers and academics.
In some cases it has also been
caused by scepticism about the
level of seismic risk that exists in
South Africa.”
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This needed saying, but we currently
have a situation where our professional
journal has noted that a key part of our
loading code is in many cases not applied.
Efforts to educate and increase awareness
have been made since 2010, but further
action to motivate this understanding and
increase design ability is required. With
regard to scepticism about the perceived
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risk, a number of key aspects of seismic
design are worth noting:
NN The “design earthquake” in SANS
10160 is that with a 10% chance of
occurrence in 50 years, effectively a
1:475-year event.
NN What may be less understood, in particular by clients and occupants, is that
this is a “No Collapse Requirement”.
NN As per the initial clause of SANS
10160-4, its scope is “primarily to
safeguard against major catastrophic
structural failures and loss of life,
not to prevent damage or maintain
function”.
NN Therefore, a typical building, even if
fully compliant with SANS 10160-4,
although allowing the escape of its
occupants, will be deformed beyond
reuse and require rebuilding after the
design earthquake
NN What level of earthquake the structure
can sustain without significant
damage is not explicit in Part 4,
whereas Eurocode 8 explicitly sets out
“Damage Limitation Requirements” for
a 1:95-year event.
NN Therefore a structure will probably
require rebuilding or significant repair
somewhere beyond the 1:95-year
event.
NN Although Eurocode 8 was used to
form the basis for most of Part 4, some
key approaches have been omitted,
for example, capacity protection of
foundations, ensuring they do not fail
before the ductility mechanisms of the
stability system engage.
NN Hospitals and other key infrastructure
require a greater design loading
(via the importance factor) than
less ‘critical’ buildings. Is this being
applied? Are these buildings, and
key infrastructure such as freeways
leading to them, being subjected to any
additional scrutiny?
NN It is noted that relatively low-rise
buildings (four to nine storeys), which
are relatively stiff and therefore most
likely to be vulnerable to seismic
events, are within the SANS Code’s
scope. Similarly, schools, as generally
low-rise ‘squat’ structures with large
occupancy, are particularly ‘high-risk’.
The perceived lack of understanding
and non-application of the Code potentially has large implications for both
Professional Indemnity Insurance and the
reputation of the profession. For example,
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“Would you like your son or daughter to
study in a school or to stay in a hall or
residence that hasn’t been designed for ‘no
collapse’ in a predicted seismic event?”
It is also noted that we are at a stage in
building design where sustainability and
efficient use of non-renewable resources
are required, while at the same time fee
pressure and the lack of involvement of
structural engineers at concept stages has
reduced the scope for iterations of refinement to designs. Both building lifespan
and ‘resilience’ are significant factors in
line with the amounts of material used.
Key to seismic design concepts is not just
the overall strength and ductility, but also
specifically where this strength is placed.
It is possible that interrogation of typical
mid-rise residential building designs
could see a better use of the material
resources within them.
Some brief initial thoughts as to how
this could be addressed are given at the
end of this article.

LOADING OF STRUCTURES BEYOND
THE SCOPE OF SANS CODES
With the numerous existing and current
projects noted in the introduction as
being beyond the scope of SANS 10160, it
would seem reasonable to assume that the
derivation of appropriate loading for such
projects would be subject to some kind
of locally or nationally agreed approach,
probably informed by relevant international best practice. Given the inherent
scale of such projects, the associated
human and financial stake is significantly
larger than what is regarded as the norm.
Although the implication is to
consult other international codes,
there currently seems to be no agreed
approach to these projects, no checking
by authorities or culture of peer review.
Instead there is simply an implied trust
that the appointed consultant will ‘do
the right thing’. Some culture within
the profession of sharing or discussion
or independent checking would surely
raise the overall level of understanding
and therefore the safety and efficiency of
such projects? Or perhaps there should
be an enforcement by municipalities
that projects of a certain type, size or
occupancy must be independently peerreviewed by appropriate persons?
A number of key aspects with respect
to international wind and seismic loading
are noted below.

Wind
Eurocode 1 (2005) limits it scope to
structures up to 200 m in height (provided
that they satisfy the criteria for dynamic
response; also torsional response of tall
buildings with a central core is specifically excluded). Although US codes and
others may not place a limit on their
height, they are limited with respect
to the degree to which they can ensure
the comfort of occupants, specifically
regarding accelerations leading to motion
sickness. Computational fluid dynamics
techniques are generally recognised as not
being adequate beyond the concept stage,
and best practice would almost certainly
involve wind-tunnel testing by a specialist.
The cost of such testing would probably
be minimal in relation to the certainty and
even possible economies it can inform.
Together with recent textbooks, a
number of publications covering specialist
topics on tall building behaviour are published by the CTBUH (Council for Tall
Buildings and Urban Habitat). In 2014 The
Concrete Centre, in conjunction with the
International Federation for Structural
Concrete (fib) published Tall Buildings,
covering the structural design of concrete
buildings up to 300 m tall, including discussions on various aspects such as wind.
It is the author’s experience that current
international best practice would require
wind-tunnel testing for both the strength
and serviceability/comfort requirements
for buildings above 200 m, and would
probably also be beneficial for buildings
significantly lower than this.

Seismic
SANS 10160-4 derives heavily from
Eurocode 8 and the inference may be that
this would be the ‘go-to’ code for buildings beyond its scope. It is understood
that some recent Cape Town projects may
have used aspects of the ASCE code (7-05
or 7-10, 2010) where it was felt that the
projects were beyond the scope of Part 4.
This raises one simple issue with
respect to the value of the Peak Ground
Acceleration (PGA) used. Direct translation of Part 4’s 0.1 g to other codes would
not give the level of safety intended by
SANS, since PGA is further multiplied
by a redundancy factor to give values
considered representative of the currently
predicted 1:475-year risk. The design of
buildings within Zone 1 using international codes should therefore consider an
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appropriate value of PGA (i.e. one consistent with the map in Part 4’s Appendix A).
Eurocode 8 places no limit on the
height of the application of the Response
Spectrum method (although this would be
reined in together with various prescriptive requirements for stability systems
in US codes). Numerous strategies and
design effects in Eurocode 8, such as
capacity design and tension shift, are
omitted from SANS 10160-4 and should
probably be included in and accounted for
in any structure beyond its scope.
It is also noted that for buildings of any
size, the design of some specific materials
and construction techniques is ‘normatively referenced’ to both Eurocode 8 and
ASCE 7-10.
Booth’s Earthquake Design Practice
for Buildings (2014, 3rd edition) provides
a useful comparison of different seismic
codes (Eurocode 8 and ASCE 7-10 in
particular), together with good explanations of seismic design concepts in various
materials, as well as, in Chapter 1, a sobering outline of global society’s differing
approaches to and sometimes neglect of
seismic risk in recent history.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
FOR DISCUSSION
NN Do we as structural designers realise

that buildings are beyond the scope
of our codes in many cases? Have we
read the current codes and are we alert
to where the key changes and limits
to scope are? What guidance and
experience do we have where briefs lie
beyond the scope of the SANS codes?
NN Key decisions regarding the design
approach are part of the ‘DNA’ of a
building and should be documented
and permanently recorded both for
reviews and to inform future assessment or alteration. It is unlikely that
the approach used and its implications
are explained to or understood by the
client/owner/insurer/local authority.
These are key decisions that are currently made at the discretion of the
engineer and are based on his or her
understanding or acceptance of their
associated risk.
NN Are we building a legacy of ‘flawed’
projects? How many mistakes are we
repeating? How much overdesign are
we allowing? A specific consultant’s
track record with such buildings
is not enough; we are dealing with
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1:50-year winds and 1:95-year to
1:475-year seismic events. Building
such a structure successfully in 2015,
2009, 1989, etc, does not mean it was
‘right’ if it hasn’t actually been tested
or the design checked. There is a great
chance of repeating mistakes.
NN Couldn’t we create better structures
by talking to each other more? Isn’t
this sharing of knowledge the nature
of a profession and the purpose of
its institutions? What is required to
facilitate this?
NN What should trigger formal checking
or peer review? Bases simply of
building value are liable to manipulation; certain building types, sizes or
occupancies could be used to focus
attention and experience effectively.
The ease of access to the widest variety
of knowledge in human history means
that now should be the most exciting
time to be an engineer. However, it is also
acknowledged that this information can
seem overwhelming, and even when it
is distilled into codes and design guides,
there is often a gap between this knowledge and the ability to apply it in practice,
limited by both the time put aside to
understand it and the fees available in the
current economic climate to implement it.
This article acknowledges such pressures, but argues for a turning point where
it is recognised not only in the SANS
codes, but also across the profession, that
a better understanding of the effect of key
natural loading phenomena, such as wind
and earthquakes, on our structures, and
the consequent raising of the standard of
design approaches to resist them, would
be to the benefit of our population and its
long-term built environment.
It is argued that a practical understanding of the limitations of the
current SANS loading codes and more
prescriptive guidance as to where to go
when designing beyond their scope would,
together with a peer-reviewed approach
to particular buildings, go some way to
achieve this.
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TC060 – SANS 10400 whole set
TC098 – S ANS 10160 (Loading) + Material
Design Codes

Published Standards
SABS appears to publish a quarterly
summary of ‘Published Standards’
(1 February, 1 May, 1 August, 1 November).
These are effectively the “current legally
applicable codes”.
NN PS060 – www.sabs.co.za/Business_
Units/Standards_SA/SABSTAN/
STANDARDS_DEVELOPMENT/
Published_Standards/PS060.PDF
NN PS098 – www.sabs.co.za/Business_
Units/Standards_SA/SABSTAN/
STANDARDS_DEVELOPMENT/
Published_Standards/PS098.PDF
NN
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